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Abstract: This paper presents the validation of the End Point Rate (EPR) tool for QGIS (EPR4Q), a
tool built-in QGIS graphical modeler for calculating the shoreline change with the end point rate
method. The EPR4Q tries to fill the gaps in user-friendly and free open-source tools for shoreline
analysis in a geographic information system environment since the most used software—Digital
Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS)—although being a free extension, it is created for commercial
software. Additionally, the best free, open-source option to calculate EPR is called Analyzing
Moving Boundaries Using R (AMBUR); since it is a robust and powerful tool, the complexity can
restrict the accessibility and simple usage. The validation methodology consists of applying the
EPR4Q, DSAS, and AMBUR with different types of shorelines found in nature, extracted from the
US Geological Survey Open-File. The obtained results of each tool were compared with Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. The validation results indicate that the EPR4Q tool acquired high correlation
values with DSAS and AMBUR, reaching a coefficient of 0.98 to 1.00 on linear, extensive, and non-
extensive shorelines, proving that the EPR4Q tool is ready to be freely used by the academic, scientific,
engineering, and coastal managers communities worldwide.

Keywords: shoreline evolution; open-source software; Geographic Information System (GIS); modeling

1. Introduction

Sandy beaches occupy more than a third of the global coastline [1]. Because of the high
socioeconomic value of these environments, in the last 40 years, there has been a substantial
increase in the coastal population [2]. The shoreline is defined straightforwardly as the line
that overlaps the physical land–water boundary [3]. Shoreline data can be obtained from
different sources, such as historical maps, aerial photography, Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) and differentialGlobal Positioning Systems (dGPS) surveys (e.g., [4–8]), video and
satellite imagery (e.g., [9–16]) and recently, crowd-sourced smartphone images taken at
CoastSnap stations [17]. The analysis of historical shoreline changes can combine several
sources (e.g., [18–22]). Several factors influence its dynamics (e.g., waves, tides, human
activities), which make them one of the most important features in coastal planning [23].
Observations of shoreline changes through the centuries are related to oscillations of sea-
level and river sediment discharge, whereas those changes in the short timescale (annual
to a decade) are mainly linked to hydrodynamic processes, local sediment budgets, and/or
anthropogenic activities (e.g., coastal engineering works, such as nourishment operations)
(e.g., [24–27]). Shoreline retreatment can cause damage to the coastal zone, such as a change
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in the beach dynamics and wear and tear on civil constructions, in addition to also resulting
in socioeconomic impacts by reaching some activities inherent to the coastal zone [28].
Therefore, knowledge about the rate of shoreline changes and possible predictions in
the future based on previous trends is of paramount importance for the development of
coastal morphodynamic models, the budget of sediments and erosion/accretion analysis,
identification of hazard areas, policy and coastal management [29].

Nowadays, there is serious growing concern about climate change problems [30,31]
and the expected increase of extreme events, such as bigger hurricanes and storms over
coasts [32–34]. Therefore, information about shoreline changes increases the capability
to manage erosion, overwash, and flooding risks and protect the population living in
coastal areas [24]. These issues increase the necessity to have a quick application to
detect and calculate shoreline variation rates. Currently, many studies have used change
detection tools interconnected with a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment
to determine changes in the shoreline position, as well as to forecast future positioning
trends. There are numerous examples of methods to calculate the short- and long-term
shoreline trend. These methods can be focused on shoreline distances, such as shoreline
change envelope—which reports the distance between the farthest shoreline from baseline
and the closest one at each transect, or net shoreline movement–, which estimates the
distance between the oldest and the youngest shorelines for each transect; or they can be
centered on rates, such as linear regression rate—a linear regression rate-of-change statistic;
or weighted linear regression—that shows the weight towards determining a best-fit line;
among others [35].

The method selected to create the tool was the End Point Rate (EPR) [36], a fast and
effective technique that has the great advantage of using only two shorelines to estimate
changes and/or to generate predictions. Nevertheless, the EPR has disadvantages when
there are several shorelines available since this method only uses the oldest and the newest
shoreline. Therefore, changes in magnitude or periodic trends may be omitted [37].

The Digital Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS) is a tool whose purpose is to calculate
the change position rates for a time-series of historical shoreline vector data. Developed
by the US Geological Survey, the DSAS is a free extension tool of ArcGIS Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) [35] and uses the measurement baseline method to
calculate the shoreline velocity or change at user-specified intervals along the shoreline [38].

One advantage of using DSAS in coastal change analysis is that it can calculate the
rate of change of shoreline time-series, evaluating and resolving the nature of shoreline
dynamics and changing trends [39]. Besides, DSAS has numerous applications in studies of
coastal behavior and shoreline dynamics, such as historical trend analysis [8,16,18,19,40–44]
and expected future shoreline morphology (e.g., [45,46]).

Indeed, the DSAS allows studying the shoreline behavior worldwide. However,
DSAS is not supported for current ESRI ArcGIS desktop versions (10.8) and ArcGIS Pro,
and many countries and small management agencies have a low budget to work with
commercial software, such as ArcGIS. Other options, such as Simple Change Analysis of
Retreating and Prograding Systems (SCARPS) [47] and BeachTools [48,49], also require
ArcGIS to run. To settle this, a free and open alternative of DSAS was created in R language
called Analyzing Moving Boundaries Using R (AMBUR) [50]. The AMBUR package for
the R software environment is based on another shoreline change analysis tool named
SCARPS [50]. Numerous works using AMBUR can be found in the literature with examples
of studies about shoreline changes at different timescales [13,51–56].

However, AMBUR has the disadvantage of the complexity to install and configure the
parameters, with the necessity to edit baselines and shorelines on geographic information
systems, like QGIS or ArcGIS software. These problems, combined with no user-support,
are not attractive for the end-users to adopt the AMBUR as a free and open-source option
for shoreline analysis in a GIS environment. Therefore, the implementation of a tool directly
on QGIS [57], one of the most importantly free and open-source software for GIS, seems to
be the most reasonable solution to ease the access of a fast shoreline trends analysis.
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The QGIS is a free and open-source GIS application that allows users to explore,
control, evaluate, edit data, georeference images, compose and graphical export maps.
QGIS supports vector data (point, line, or polygon features) and numerous formats of
the raster. Furthermore, the QGIS integrates other open-source GIS packages, such as
GRASS GIS, MapServer, and PostGIS [57], has a significant number of developers, and it
is supported by most operating systems, including Android App for mobile phones and
tablets [58]. Keeping in mind the described scenario, it is effortless to understand how
useful it is the existence of a shoreline analysis tool that operates directly in QGIS software.

The first tool for QGIS to perform shoreline analysis was created by the authors in
2017 [59], a Python plugin for QGIS (not registered in the official repository) to calculate a
simple shoreline movement rate (m·y−1). However, this project was discontinued from
a plugin to focus on creating a tool with a QGIS graphical modeler called EPR4Q that
includes a future prediction of the shoreline position using the end point rate method.

The main goal of this study is to develop an alternative tool for end point rate analysis
running in QGIS software. The new tool named end point rate for QGIS (EPR4Q) is
subjected to a validation process by statistical comparison with well-known software, such
as AMBUR and DSAS.

2. Study Areas

This study aims to validate the EPR4Q in different types of shorelines found in nature.
To reach this purpose, it was necessary to find a shoreline database that had examples of
different coastal characteristics and was also a reliable source. The excellent open available
data of vectorized shorelines with errors and accuracy well reported, combined with the
usage of technologies of LIDAR and Aerial photography of US Geological Survey [60–63],
complete all the requirements to validate the EPR4Q with shorelines showing different
shapes and orientations. The shorelines were chosen to apply and to validate the EPR4Q
are located on the west and east coast of the United States of America. The coastal stretches
analyzed are (i) Arlight and Concepcion in Santa Barbara County, California; (ii) Hampton
in Rockingham County, New Hampshire; and (iii) Rockport, Essex County, Massachusetts
(Figure 1).

California coast is exposed to Northern Pacific swell (October–May), Southern Hemi-
sphere swell (April–October), Northwest wind-driven waves (April–October) and locally
wind-driven waves (October–April). During El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) winters,
this coast (especially the southern region) receives more wave energy [62,64]; in fact, the
2015/2016 El Niño event caused extremely high wave energy (50% above the historical
winter mean) [22]. This micro-tidal coast presents a mixed semidiurnal tidal regime of two
unequal high and low tides every day. The tidal range increases northwards [62].

New England coast is exposed to extratropical storms (commonly referred to as
nor’easters), which are more frequent in winter, and tropical cyclone (hurricanes and
tropical storms) events. Hurricanes can generate large waves and storm surge. For example,
Hurricane Sandy in 2012 induced storm surge heights up to one meter above normal tide
levels in New Hampshire [65]. This meso-tidal coast shows a semidiurnal tidal regime of
two unequal high and low tides every day [63,66].

These coastal states have been subjected to beach nourishment operations over the
last century, the majority being in California (227 Mm3) [67].

The sites were chosen due to the different morphological characteristics, straight and
embayed coasts, orientation, and ocean and land location. These features allow testing
examples of linear shorelines (Concepcion and Hampton) and indented shorelines (Arlight
and Rockport), and examples with different orientations (Concepcion coast with the ocean
on the west side, Rockport coast exposed to the ocean located to the north, Hampton coast
with the ocean on the east side and Arlight coast with the ocean situated in the south), and
extensive (extension >1 km, Arlight and Concepcion) and non-extensive (extension ≤1 km,
Hampton, and Rockport) shorelines (Table 1).
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shoreline, Rockingham (NH); Rockport shoreline, Essex (MA).

Table 1. General characteristics of shorelines used in the validation process.

Shoreline Location Type Extension Orientation Date

Concepcion Santa Barbara Linear Extensive (11 km) Ocean to the west Mar 1976–Sep 1993
Arlight Santa Barbara Nonlinear Extensive (4 km) Ocean to the south Mar 1976–Nov 1993

Hampton Rockingham Linear Non-extensive (1 km) Ocean to the east Jul 1953–Sep 2000
Rockport Essex Nonlinear Non-extensive (<1 km) Ocean to the north Oct 1951–Oct 1994

3. Materials and Methods

The EPR4Q tool calculates the distance between two shorelines by creating and
measuring the length of transects between the inner and outer baseline (created by the
user). Furthermore, it provides a graphical forecast of the shoreline position by using the
end point rate method.

3.1. EPR4Q Tool Creation

The tool was created on graphical modeler QGIS desktop version 3.4—Madeira, a
low-code platform (development environment for application without complex code com-
putations) that uses the tools of processing extension. The graphical modeler allows
building complex models using a simple and easy canvas interface [57]. The model work-
flow is organized into three main groups: transects creation, calculations, and graphical
results. The transects creation group includes the inputs of the model and the core analysis
that perform the geometry operations to create the transects with the distance values from
baseline. The following is the calculations group that operates geometric operations and
the application of the EPR equation. In the end, the graphical group is composed of the
EPR forecast visualization and the results vector outputs (Figure 2).
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(2) is the transects creation process; calculation section: yellow (4) the application of the end point
rate (EPR) equations, blue (3 and 5) is the one-side buffer creation, pink (6) is an unfinished extension;
graphical result group: light green (7), gray (8) and salmon (9), and purple color (10) are the steps to
the visualization of EPR forecast, and the red (11) is the model results, including the EPR forecast.

The analysis needs two shorelines to be assessed. It is also mandatory the creation of
two baselines parallel to shorelines: a straight vector line on the landward (inner baseline)
and seaward (outer baseline) sides of the shorelines (Figure 3a). The first step consists
of transforming the baselines into points by using the v.to.points tool. The v.to.points tool
creates points along input lines in a new vector [68] (Figure 3b), and this is the spacing
between transects whose value is indicated by the user.

The second step consists of creating perpendicular transects between the baselines
and the shorelines with the Distance to nearest hub tool (Figure 3b). The Distance to nearest
hub tool calculates the distance between the start point feature and its closest end point [57].
To extract the distance value from shoreline to the baseline of each transects, it is developed
an alternative for the One Side Buffer or Single-Sided Buffer tool since these tools do not result
in correct geometries in the QGIS graphical modeler. The One Side Buffer or Single-Sided
Buffer tool only buffers lines/polygons at a specified distance on one side of the feature [57].
In this paper, this method is called an Alternative One Side Buffer (AOSB) (Figure 3c–e).
It consists of creating a polygon buffer on the vector line of shorelines and applying the
algorithm Extend Lines. The algorithm extends the geometry of the line by a specified value
at the start and end of the line [57], and it is applied in shoreline vectors with a value that
guarantees the crossing of the buffer (5 km). This procedure allows the line to split the
buffer into two parts with the Split with Line tool since this tool requires that the line crosses
the polygon to cut it in parts. The Split with Line tool uses lines of one layer to divide lines
or polygons into two or more elements [57].

The selection of only one side of the buffer is created as a point in the center of the
vector line with the Point on Surface tool. This tool returns a point that is guaranteed to
be on the surface of a geometry [57]. The location of this created point is shifted using
the Project Points tool. This algorithm projects point geometries specifying a distance and
azimuth [57]. The distance and azimuth values are automatically defined in the model
(e.g., 200 m) to locate the point on the surface of the buffer polygon to allow the extraction
with the Extract by Location tool (Figure 3e). This algorithm creates a new vector layer that
contains only matching features from the input layer [57]. The procedure gives to the
model two buffer polygons from the baseline to the newest and the oldest shorelines ready
to cut with the transect lines created at the beginning using the Clip tool (Figure 3e). This
algorithm clips a vector layer through an additional polygon layer [57]. The tool generates
two shapefiles of transect lines with the shape of the advance and retreat movement of the
shoreline in the analyzed period.

The attribute table of transects includes the distance values from baseline to each
shoreline (newest and oldest shoreline). The Field Calculator tool allows to perform calcula-
tions based on existing attribute values or defined functions [57], and it is used to create
an identification number (ID) for each transects, and these are joined with the tool Join
Attribute by Field Value tool. This algorithm creates a new vector layer with the attributes
table of two vector layers together. After this, the Field Calculator tool is used to calculate
the variations and the rates with the End Point Rate (EPR) method (Figure 3f).
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3.1.1. EPR Method

The formulas of End Point Rate (EPR) are added in a sequence of Field Calculator tool
in the Graphical Modeler (Figure 2—yellow box). The EPR method defines the shoreline
position by a straight-line equation (Equation (1)):

shoreline position = rate ∗ date + intercept, (1)

The projection of the shoreline position for a specified date is defined by the subsequent
slope and Y-intercept. The EPR method uses a line selected from the two end points, the
earliest and the latest positions. Using Y to represent the shoreline position, B for the
intercept, X for the date, and m for the shoreline movement rate, the previous equation
becomes (2):

Y = m ∗ X + B, (2)

Assuming N samples, numbered in ascending order by date, the end point rate
calculation can be rewritten (3):

m = (YN − Y1)/(XN − X1), (3)

moreover, the EPR intercept is (4):

BEPR = Y1−EPR ∗ X1 = YN−mEPR ∗ XN, (4)

The end point line that passes beyond the most recent point (X Y) and equation (2)
can be rewritten by using the position (YN and the elapsed time (X − XN) as (5):

BEPR = Yn−mEPR ∗ (X − Xn), (5)

3.1.2. EPR Forecast and Visualization

For the graphical representation of the EPR forecast of EPR4Q, it is applied the
v.to.points tool in the vector lines of transects results to get the values of EPR and to allow
the application of the next tools (Figure 4a,b). The Rectangles, Ovals, and Diamonds tool create
a rectangle, ellipse or diamond polygon from the input point layer using the specified
width, height and rotation value [57]. The diamond polygons express the EPR forecast
properly as the height value of the diamond. The value of the width parameter is the
spacing parameter of v.to.points defined by the user at the beginning (Figure 3b), and the
rotation parameter is filled with the beach angle specified in the model GUI (Graphical
User Interface) (Figure 4b).

To extract each side of the EPR forecast (advance and retreat movement), the location
of the baseline is shifted with a high distance (2 km) with the v.parallel tool, which creates a
parallel line from input vector lines [68]. After, the AOSB method is applied to cover and
extract the area of diamond shapes with EPR result (Figure 4c). With the Union tool that
allows unified vector layers, the buffers from the parallel baseline and the divided buffer of
the newest line (created at the beginning of the model construction) are united (Figure 4d).
This procedure generates a polygon with the shape of the parallel buffer and the buffer
of the newest shoreline, which extracts the positive and negatives values of EPR results
(Figure 4e). The last process applies the color ramps by the Set Style for Vector Layer tool
(Figure 4f), which administers the style to a layer importing a QML file [57]. The output of
this procedure is represented in Section 4 in Figure 5.
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3.2. Validation Process
3.2.1. Shorelines Data

The Hampton and Rockport shoreline vectors have a total shoreline position un-
certainty of 5.5 meters [63], and the total shoreline position uncertainty for Concepcion
and Arlight is 10.1 meters [62], both, including the root mean square errors (RMSE) of
georeferencing and digitizing air photo, and uncertainty of the high water line.

The shoreline analysis with AMBUR (version 1.1.27), DSAS (version 5.0), and EPR4Q
(version 1.0) is applied in two types of shorelines: indented or nonlinear (i.e., with irregular
morphology) and linear. Furthermore, the analysis includes extensive (>1 km) and non-
extensive (≤1 km) coastal stretches. Finally, the shoreline orientation is also assessed to
reproduce how the EPR4Q can result in different places in the world (i.e., shoreline with
the ocean in the south, north, east and west) (Table 1).
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3.2.2. Transects Selection and Statistical Analysis

The transects with a land (inner) and ocean (outer) baseline and a spacing of 1.0 m are
considered in the three tools. The baselines are rectilinear and parallel to the shorelines to
reduce the noises and bias in transects of sinuous baselines. The perpendicular transects of
AMBUR and DSAS are smoothed with the default values suggested by the models (i.e.,
DSAS—smoothing distance: 500 m; AMBUR—window size: 5) because the selection of
better transect induces a bias in analysis when favoring the model that reaches the best
filtering result. Otherwise, not using a filter process can prejudice the tools that allow a
filter process. To balance this it is chosen the default values of smooth distance (DSAS),
and windows size (AMBUR) since the results of default parameters seem adequate.

The AMBUR transects are selected in QGIS to use as a reference and thus, to allow the
statistical analysis between AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS results. A shapefile is created with
one unique attribute table, including the three EPR results with the same identification
(ID). For this, a polygon buffer is created in AMBUR transects with a width of 0.6 m and
the same attribute table of transects (AMBUR results). The value 0.6 m is chosen to reach
0.3 m of each side of AMBUR transects and select transects near this area and not cross the
area of the surrounding transects. Next, the consecutive first matching transects of DSAS
and EPR4Q that show some spatial criteria (intersects, overlaps, contains, within, equals,
crosses, and touches) associated with the buffer created in AMBUR are selected. This
method also avoids the problem of comparing distinct transects, only analyzing transects
close to the reference (AMBUR transects).

The attribute table containing the EPR results of AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS is
extracted in order to analyze basic statistics parameters (mean, standard deviation, median,
maximum, minimum) and to obtain matrix correlation using Pearson’s coefficient. These
analyses are performed in R language (version 3.5.0) by running the libraries Pastec (version
1.3.21) and PerformanceAnalytics (version 2.04), respectively.

4. Results

The tools AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS, were performed successfully in all beaches of
the study area, with a positive correlation between the tools. Furthermore, only AMBUR
and EPR4Q have forecast visualization for the EPR method. Figure 5 serves as an example
to demonstrate the result of the EPR4Q method visualization.

The result reveals the notable visual similarity with AMBUR when predicting the
Concepcion (CA) shoreline for 2100. The value of beach angle defined for the example in
Figure 5 was 90◦.

4.1. Linear/Extensive/Ocean to the South—Concepcion (CA)

Concepcion shoreline is an example of an extensive (11 km length) and linear shoreline.
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the three models reached the maximum value
(1.00), showing that all the models present similar values. In the frequency curve, it is
possible to observe the identical pattern of the distribution (Figure 6).
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ple, the models seem to provide suitable results in linear and extensive shorelines. All the 
models equally recognized the areas of accretion and erosion, and the shoreline orientation 
did not affect the results. 

Figure 6. Matrix correlation of AMBUR, EPR4Q, and digital shoreline analysis system (DSAS) models on Lin-
ear/Extensive/Ocean to the south for Concepcion coast. p-value significance symbols: “***”—0.001; “**”—0.01; “*”—0.05;
“.”—0.1; No symbol —1. The matrix correlation shows the scatter plot between the models (EPR4Q × DSAS, EPR4Q ×
AMBUR, AMBUR × DSAS) on the left side. The frequency curve of the histogram of each model on diagonal and Pearson’s
correlation is presented on the right.

Figure 7 shows the results according to AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS tools; it is difficult
to distinguish the differences between transects due to the extreme similarity. In this
example, the models seem to provide suitable results in linear and extensive shorelines.
All the models equally recognized the areas of accretion and erosion, and the shoreline
orientation did not affect the results.
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Figure 7. Shoreline changes in Concepcion using the AMBUR, EPR4Q and DSAS tools. White box shows the detail of
transects with the reference transect (AMBUR unfiltered transects).

The values of statistical parameters are quite similar for the three tools (Table 2). The
results revealed a retreat of the shoreline between 1976 and 1993, with a mean value of
−0.12 m·y−1 and a median value of −0.08 or −0.09 m·y−1 depending on the model used.
The identical mean (Table 2) and the frequency curve of the histogram (Figure 6) are a good
indicator that the results are uniform for all models. The highest retreat rates (−0.84 m·y−1)
were observed on the west side, and the highest advance rates (0.48 m·y−1) were reported
on the northeast of the map (Figure 7).

Table 2. Statistical parameters between the different tools applied to the Concepcion shoreline.

Parameter AMBUR EPR4Q DSAS

Minimum (m·y−1) −0.84 −0.82 −0.81
Maximum (m·y−1) 0.47 0.47 0.48

Mean (m·y−1) −0.12 −0.12 −0.12
Median (m·y−1) −0.08 −0.09 −0.08

Standard deviation (m·y−1) 0.25 0.25 0.26

4.2. Nonlinear/Extensive/Ocean to the West—Arlight (CA)

The Arlight (CA) coast is characterized by an extensive shoreline of about 4 km
in length, an irregular outline, and the continent is set on the east side (Figure 1). The
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correlation matrix showed high Pearson’s correlation coefficients between EPR4Q and
AMBUR (0.946) and EPR4Q and DSAS (0.940). However, the AMBUR and DSAS calculation
methods revealed the highest similarity with a correlation coefficient of 0.995 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Matrix correlation of AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS models on Indented/Extensive/Ocean to the west for Arlight
coast. p-value significance symbols: “***”—0.001; “**”—0.01; “*”—0.05; “.”—0.1; No symbol—1. The matrix correlation
shows the scatter plot between the models (EPR4Q × DSAS, EPR4Q × AMBUR, AMBUR × DSAS) on the left side. The
frequency curve of the histogram of each model on diagonal and Pearson’s correlation is presented on the right.

In linear stretches, observed in the center and in the extreme north of the sector, it can
be observed similarities between the outcomes. Nevertheless, there are some differences
between models in the stretches with an embayment configuration (Figure 9—white box).
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Figure 9. Shoreline changes in Arlight coast using the AMBUR, EPR4Q and DSAS tools. White box shows the details of
transects in embayment configuration.

The statistical analysis applied to the Arlight coast explains the differences detected in
the results. The AMBUR minimum value (−2.11 m·y−1) shows significant alteration when
compared with the other models (−1.82 m·y−1 and −1.86 m·y−1). The maximum value
of AMBUR (3.3 m·y−1) is comparable with the DSAS method but very different from that
obtained with EPR4Q (1.6 m·y−1) (Table 3). However, the median (from −0.03 m·y−1 to
−0.01 m·y−1) and mean (from 0 m·y−1 to 0.01 m·y−1) values found with the three methods
are quite similar.

Table 3. Statistical parameters between the different tools applied to the Arlight shoreline.

Parameter AMBUR EPR4Q DSAS

Minimum (m·y−1) −2.11 −1.82 −1.86
Maximum (m·y−1) 3.3 1.6 3.3

Mean (m·y−1) 0 0 0.01
Median (m·y−1) −0.03 −0.03 −0.01

Standard deviation (m·y−1) 0.47 0.40 0.46
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4.3. Linear/Non-Extensive/Ocean to the East—Hampton (NH)

In the example of linear, non-extensive, and the ocean to the east shoreline, the EPR
analysis of the tools revealed a high correlation coefficient (0.998) between EPR4Q and
AMBUR and 0.980 between EPR4Q and DSAS (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Matrix correlation of AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS models on Linear/Non-extensive/Ocean to the east for
Hampton coast. p-value significance symbols: “***”—0.001; “**”—0.01; “*”—0.05; “.”—0.1; No symbol —1. The matrix
correlation shows the scatter plot between the models (EPR4Q × DSAS, EPR4Q × AMBUR, AMBUR × DSAS) on the left
side. The frequency curve of the histogram of each model on diagonal and Pearson’s correlation is presented on the right.

The results show a displacement in the DSAS transects of 23 meters when compared
with AMBUR and EPR4Q results. It is also possible to see a difference in the angle (7◦) of
transects on EPR4Q in comparison with the reference transects (AMBUR) (Figure 11—white
box).
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Figure 11. Shoreline changes in Hampton using the AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS tools. White box shows in detail the tools
results with the reference transects (AMBUR no filtered transects).

Basic statistics applied to AMBUR and DSAS results show the same values (Table 4).
Regarding EPR4Q, the values are quite similar to those obtained with the other models. The
mean shoreline retreat was about −0.76/−0.78 m·y−1 between 1953 and 2000, depending
on the model considered.

Table 4. Statistical parameters between the different methods applied to the Hampton shoreline.

Parameter AMBUR EPR4Q DSAS

Minimum (m·y−1) −0.15 −0.15 −0.15
Maximum (m·y−1) 1.72 1.73 1.72

Mean (m·y−1) 0.76 0.78 0.76
Median (m·y−1) 0.62 0.58 0.62

Standard deviation (m·y−1) 0.71 0.71 0.71

4.4. Nonlinear/Non-Extensive/Ocean to the North—Rockport (MA)

The shoreline of Rockport is irregular and less than 1 km in length; the ocean is
situated to the north. This case presents a weak correlation coefficient of DSAS when
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comparing with AMBUR (correlation coefficient = 0.116) and EPR4Q (correlation coefficient
= 0.149) (Figure 12).
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efficients. Additionally, all models have different results when the indentation of the em-
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Figure 12. Matrix correlation of AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS models on on Nonlinear/Non-extensive/Ocean to the north
for Rockport coast. p-value significance symbols: “***”—0.001; “**”—0.01; “*”—0.05; “.”—0.1; No symbol—1. The matrix
correlation shows the scatter plot between the models (EPR4Q × DSAS, EPR4Q × AMBUR, AMBUR × DSAS) on the left
side. The frequency curve of the histogram of each model on diagonal and Pearson’s correlation is presented on the right.

The angle of DSAS transects a deviation of about 5◦ when compared with the reference
transects (AMBUR), which may be a reason for the low-performance of the correlation
coefficients. Additionally, all models have different results when the indentation of the
embayment is more irregular (white rectangle in Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Shoreline changes in Rockport using the AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS tools. White box shows in detail the tools
results with the reference transects (AMBUR no filtered transects).

The statistical parameters indicate a similar standard deviation for all models (Table 5).
The maximum values obtained with AMBUR and EPR4Q models are analogous, whereas
those obtained with DSAS are twice the maximum value found with EPR4Q. The mean
value of −0.07 or 0.05 m·y−1 depending on the model, suggest slight changes in shoreline
position in 1994. The maximum changes in the shoreline position were observed in the
areas more exposed to waves and the minimum in the embayed coast.

Table 5. Statistical parameters between the different methods applied to the Rockport shoreline
analysis.

Parameter AMBUR EPR4Q DSAS

Minimum (m·y−1) −0.21 −0.19 −0.32
Maximum (m·y−1) 0.35 0.38 0.19

Mean (m·y−1) 0.05 0.07 −0.07
Median (m·y−1) 0.07 0.09 −0.08

Standard deviation (m·y−1) 0.11 0.1 0.1
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5. Discussion

The results obtained in the coastal areas with linear shorelines showed the highest
correlation coefficients, while irregular and embayed shorelines displayed the lowest values.
This reveals that AMBUR, EPR4Q, and DSAS could not produce suitably transects for
indented (nonlinear) shorelines considering the scale used in the study cases (transects with
1.0 m spacing) and the shape of the baselines (rectilinear). The problems with transects in
embayed shorelines had already been reported by [50], who suggested the use of “near” and
“filtered” transect methods to adjust transects to curved shoreline segments. Nevertheless,
the authors recognize that these solutions may not be enough in highly irregular shorelines.
Researchers [69] proposed the smoothing distance to avoid transect intersection in the
case of DSAS methodology. They also recommended that the distance should be longer
than the width of the bends in the shoreline, but they advise that using high smoothing
values originate transects that are overly smoothed and undesirably oriented parallel or
nearly parallel to the baseline. However, [70] affirm that transects can be representative of
a coastal sector, but their position does not necessarily fall in the most representative point
of it, especially when the shoreline is not linear.

The transects are, according to [70], generally defined keeping in mind the scale of
the project and the spatial resolution used. Due to this, the errors in irregular shorelines
are probably related to the wrong scale in relation to the spatial resolution of the USGS
shoreline. In addition, tests using the same transects in the three tools (DSAS, AMBUR and
EPR4Q) resulted in identical results. This proves that the EPR calculation process with the
field calculator tool of EPR4Q works properly.

In the literature, there are several studies that do not show the transects associated
with the shoreline analysis (i.e., [42,53,56]) or when included; it is possible to identify some
errors in orientation (i.e., [40,45,46]). In addition, the EPR4Q (7◦ in Figure 11) and DSAS
(5◦ in Figure 13) showed transects with wrong orientations comparing with the reference
transects (AMBUR). These errors are related to the baselines, and when this happens, it
requires the creation of new ones with different configurations and settings. The transects
were not corrected in this study to evaluate the automatic creation of transects in the first
try and also to avoid bias selecting better transects to the others. In this work, the tools
were compared using 1.0 meters of distance between transects and rectilinear baselines.
For the aforementioned reasons, the use of other baselines shapes and transects distance
need to be evaluated in future studies.

The visualization method (EPR forecast—example in Figure 5) is still experimental.
Therefore, although the EPR forecast value found in the attribute table of shapefile is correct,
the graphical visualization may not be the correct one. For this reason, it is important to
make sure that the diamond shapes are well created. The visualization problem can be
solved by trying different baseline shapes for the clipping process (Figure 4e) or editing the
vector layer and excluding the wrong generated forecast diamond shapes. This problem
will be fixed in future EPR4Q versions.

In the EPR4Q tool, some steps can be reconsidered with new versions of QGIS in
response to tool updates and improvements on the graphical modeler. For example, the
process of diamond shape went through a long process so it could be split with the newest
shoreline, and it is not difficult to contemplate other theoretical easier solutions.

However, the advantage of the EPR4Q tool, in addition to being designed for open-
source software, is the facility to obtain EPR results in a few minutes, without the necessity
to switch software, analyze baseline orientations or create complex databases as it happens
in DSAS and AMBUR tools. It was noticed that the EPR4Q is two (DSAS) and three times
(AMBUR) faster, tested with Microsoft Surface Laptop 3—Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-1035G7,
CPU 1.50 GHz, 8.00 GB RAM, and SSD Disk.

Finally, it is important to highlight that the low-code platforms (i.e., QGIS graphical
modeler) are a recent technology with limitations. Because of this, it is not possible to fully
compare with the capability of traditional hand-coded computer programming; otherwise,
the potential of this technology is promising.
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6. Conclusions

Although the tools used in this study have their advantage and limitations for cal-
culating the shoreline movement, the EPR4Q model, created in QGIS, returns acceptable
results with similar values, such as AMBUR and DSAS software. The results of EPR4Q
underscore high statistical correlation coefficients of 0.98 and 1.00 on linear, extensive, and
non-extensive shorelines. Regarding embayed shorelines, the EPR4Q, as well the AMBUR
and DSAS, needs attention to create specific transects and thus, to improve the obtained
results. It is important to keep in mind that the first test using identical transects drove the
same results in the three tools. This indicates that EPR4Q analyzes the transects with the
same method as the other tools. Therefore, the unique difference between EPR4Q, AMBUR
and DSAS is the process of transects creation. This work constitutes a first step towards
the creation of a tool that, since it is free and open-source, can be edited for the scientific
community for different purposes, such as adding more prediction analysis or rebuild in a
plugin. It is remarkable the potential of QGIS and graphical modeler to create functional
tools. On the other hand, it was necessary several tool adaptations (i.e., alternative one-side
buffer) to reach the results due to the limitations of the graphical modeler that increased
the complexity of the EPR4Q.

To sum up, the main advantages of the EPR4Q are: (a) the complete open-source nature
of the tool; (b) easier to implement than the other complete open-source tool AMBUR; (c)
potential quicker run-time; and d) no need to switch between software as with the case of
QGIS and AMBUR.

Studies that consider the comparative approach between methods are of great impor-
tance for coastal managers, given that many coastal cities show serious problems related to
the action of extreme events or sea-level rise. Finally, the EPR4Q tool is freely available to
download (10.5281/zenodo.4511400), and it is accompanied by the guidelines to reproduce
the analysis in different locations of the world.
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